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Fuzz Band is Brand New Heavies going to meet Dave Matthews at a Outkast concert. 7 MP3 Songs in

this album (24:17) ! Related styles: URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban, ROCK: Experimental Rock

People who are interested in OutKast The Brand New Heavies Eric Roberson should consider this

download. Details: The Fuzz Band - Change EP In the music business, melodically based offenses are

considered especially heinous. In Virginia, the dedicated musicians that investigate these vicious felonies

are members of an elite squad known as The Fuzz Band. These are their stories This eight -member unit,

whose sound is a fusion of Urban  Rock music, met and formed while attending Hampton University in

1997. Several years, albums, and three USO tours later, the band can count Iraq, Kuwait, UAE, Africa,

Portugal, Italy, Turkey, Jordan, and England as second homes where they experienced bombings,

medical emergencies involving IVs, and pseudo kidnapping  ransom scenarios all in the name of music.

Featured in the March 2008 Hollywood Issue of Black Enterprise Magazine, The Fuzz Band recounts

their journeys from here to there and back again as they fight the good fight to end musical injustices

around the world. The band has also received nods in RollingStone Magazine for their Middle Eastern

tours of duty, and Spin Magazine for their Chrysler Jeep Campaign. The band has rocked shows at

colleges across the nation, rubbed elbows with the corporate elite, and has performed with artists such as

Outkast, Jill Scott, Lauryn Hill, and Alicia Keys. The Fuzz Band has kept company with some of the most

profoundly talented artists in the industry; artists who have done what they strive to do: change the game.

Releasing their third studio EP 'CHANGE' 2008, the bands sound has continued to evolve, arousing the

ears of both the musically challenged and the musically inclined. And so their story continues, but the

central plot remains: To Bring Live Music Back to the Forefront of Urban Culture. The fight continues
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